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Abstract: In this interactive poster we demonstrate the VMT-Basilica environment that

provides facilities for rapid prototyping of computer supported collaborative learning

environments that support collaboration in a way that is responsive to what is happening in the

collaboration rather than behaving in a “one size fits all fashion”.

Introduction
The goal of the instructional approach underlying the design of the VMT-Basilica framework

1
 is to maximize

the benefit students receive from the interactions they have with one another by providing support for learning

and effective collaboration in a way that is responsive to what is happening in the interaction in real time.

Previous discourse analyses of collaborative conversations reveal that the majority of those interactions between

students do not display the “higher order thinking” that collaborative learning is meant to elicit (Webb &

Mastergoerge, 2003), and we have found this as well in our own observations in lab and classroom studies, both

at the college level (Gweon et al., 2006) and at the middle school level (Gweon et al., 2007). The literature on

support for collaborative learning and learning more generally tells us that scaffolding should be faded over

time (Collins et al., 1991), that over-scripting is detrimental to collaboration (Stegmann et al., 2004), and

unnecessary support is demotivating (Dillenbourg, 2002).  Thus, a major goal of our research is to address these

issues with a framework that allows us to track what is happening in the interaction so that the automatically

triggered support interventions can respond to it appropriately, offering interactive support that addresses both

students simultaneously.  To that end, we demonstrate the VMT-Basilica environment that provides facilities

supporting collaboration that way.

VMT-Basilica
Based on our experiences with designing and engineering collaborative learning systems that involve integrating

the state of the art in text classification and conversational agent technology, we recognized the need for a

framework that facilitates such integration. Here we present such a framework.

Figure 1 VMT-Basilica integrates Basilica with the Virtual Math Teams (VMT) environment (Stahl, 2006).

VMT-Basilica is an integration of the Virtual Math Teams (VMT) environment for computer supported

collaborative learning (Stahl, 2006) with an architecture for rapid prototyping of dynamic support for
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collaborative learning (Kumar et al., 2007).  The VMT-Basilica architecture has been designed to allow a great

deal of variation in how this coordination between the human participants and the agent(s) plays out.  Desiderata

of the framework includes reusability of component technologies, compatibility with other platforms, and the

ability to provide flexibility to system designers to select from a wide range of existing components and then to

synchronize, prioritize and coordinate them as desired in a convenient way.  While we continue to make further

improvements to the framework to better achieve these specifications, in its current form, the Basilica

framework is an event-driven framework that enables development of conversational agents by using two basic

components, referred to as Actors and Filters. These components communicate using Events. The Basilica

framework implements a set of abstract software classes, which correspond to components, events and other

supporting elements of the framework like channel independent communication, logging and process

management. Along with these abstract classes, the Basilica framework now has a growing set of reusable

Actors, Filters and Events that can be used to rapidly build custom conversational agents.  This integration has

already been used in successful classroom studies of collaborative learning (e.g., Chaudhuri et al., 2008).

Example Interaction
Table 1 displays an interaction between two students and a tutor agent who interacts with both students

simultaneously in a study involving VMT-Basilica where the task was for students to design a power plant.

Table 1 Example Interaction from Classroom Study

B6 so i think the best thing to go with first is to increase the pressure entering the connector

Tutor You might want to review what you saw earlier in the sensitivity analysis investigating the effect of

changing P-max on steam quality and efficiency, from the top half of page 13 in your book.

Tutor type: HELP WITH CHANGEPMAX if you want to discuss it with me.

B1 help with changepmax

Tutor Remember the sensitivity analysis you have completed where you manipulated P-Max and observed

it's effect on the efficiency of the cycle. You can refer to the figure that I have pasted onto your

whiteboard for your convenience.  Having seen how changing P-Max, the Maximum Pressure at the

Heater Inlet, effects efficiency and Steam, do you think as a general principle the Maximum

pressure should be increased ?

B6 Yes

Tutor So the Efficiency of a Cycle increases by increasing the maximum pressure of the cycle. In addition

to the effect on efficiency, what happens to the steam quality at the turbine exit if you increase the

maximum pressure of the cycle ?

B6 Decreases

Tutor So let's think for a minute about these competing effects: Increasing P-Max makes the efficiency

better but the steam quality degrades. Is the steam quality at the turbine exit acceptable at the

maximum allowable pressure within safety limits?

B6 No

Tutor How does having poor steam quality at the turbine exit effect the turbine blades ?

B6 makes up wear down

Tutor The steam condenses on the turbine blades and leads to wear and tear. What is the minimal quality

of steam that we want to maintain so that the damage to the turbine is not significant ?

B6 0.85

Tutor Steam quality should be maintained above 0.85 to avoid any damage to turbines blades during

operation. So we need to balance these concerns by increasing the maximum pressure, but not

enough that the quality of the steam drops below the minimum value (0.85). Are there other

limitations on increasing the maximum pressure at the heater inlet ?

B6 no?

Tutor Can the devices and pipes in the cycle stand if we keep on increasing the pressure ?

B6 20000kPa

Tutor Beyond a particular pressure, the pipes and devices in a cycle become unsafe at risk for accident.

The maximum pressure at heater inlet should be within safety constraints of the material used.

B1 so to what value do you want to change the pressure at s1?

B1 do we want to keep X of s3 above or below .85?

B6 Above

B1 so, if we want to increase p1 while keeping X3 above 0.85, what about 8500kpa as p1?
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The primary technology that has been used to date to develop Actors within the Basilica framework is a tool set

called TuTalk designed to support quick authoring of dialogue agents (Cui & Rosé, 2008).  This work includes

1) tools for non-technical users to author dialogue specifications for particular student exercises and 2) a

backend system for supporting full spoken or text-based dialogue behavior that follows the authored

specifications. The TuTalk authoring environment was used to create a set of 12 tutor agents, like the one that

participates in the interaction displayed in Table 1.  Notice that the tutor’s contributions are responsive to those

of the students.  For example, we see that when Student 6 answers incorrectly to the tutor’s question of “Are

there other limitations on increasing the maximum pressure at the heater inlet?”, the tutor responds with a more

specific question designed to lead the student to the correct answer without giving that answer away.

Filters are meant to identify meaningful patterns within the stream of activity produced by students as

they interact with and through a client collaborative learning environment.  An important component technology

used in our investigations with Basilica to date has been the TagHelper tools workbench (Rosé et al. 2008).  In

the interaction displayed in Table 1, the initial prompt where the tutor invites the students to ask for help on the

topic of changing the maximum pressure of the cycle was triggered by taking note that the students were

discussing the topic of increasing that parameter of the cycle.  In our experience, students are much more

receptive to instruction from a tutor agent in the midst of their collaboration when it is well times with respect to

their goals, and when they are given the option to choose to have that interaction or not.  In this case, notice that

the tutor agent first suggests that the student reflect on a topic and then provides instructions for how the

students can ask for that help.  The students are able to continue what they were talking about until they are

ready to ask for the tutor’s help.  In this case, they ask right away.  This approach to tutor involvement was

implemented using two separate filters and two separate actors.  First, a filter detects that the students are

discussing a topic related to help the agent can offer.  Then an associated agent offers the help.  A second,

independent filter waits for the student request.  Finally, an actor in the form of a TuTalk agent delivers the

interactive instruction.  Notice how the students build on the ideas discussed with the tutor after the interaction

with the tutor agent ends.
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